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Abstract—In recent years, there has been an increasing interest
to deliver multimedia services over wireless ad hoc networks. Due
to the existence of hidden terminal and absence of central control,
the medium access control protocol as used in the ad hoc networks
may lead to channel capture, where some flows monopolize the
channel while others suffer from starvation. As a consequence,
the system throughput and fairness are greatly degraded. After
showing that static power control leads to channel capture, we
propose and study a distributed dynamic power control scheme
termed “power adaptation for starvation avoidance” (PASA),
which dynamically adjusts the transmission power of a node so
as to avoid starvation. PASA is shown to be effective in breaking
channel captures, hence improving short-term fairness among
contending flows. It is simple, fully autonomous and requires no
communication overhead. Via extensive simulations, we show
that our power control algorithm achieves much better fairness
without compromising system throughput through better spatial
reuse. Our experiments with video sequences transmitting over
different network topologies show that PASA achieves much better
video quality with lower start-up delay and buffer requirement.

Index Terms—Channel capture, fairness, multimedia delivery,
power control, throughput, wireless ad hoc networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH THE increasing multimedia capability in wireless
devices, there has been growing interest in delivering

multimedia through wireless networks. Wireless ad hoc
networks bear important applications in conferencing, file
exchange, and disaster relief [1]. In an ad hoc network, devices
(termed “nodes” in this paper) self-organize into a communi-
cation network without any preestablished infrastructure. The
nodes autonomously share a common broadcast channel and
collaborate to transport information. Due to the high bandwidth
requirement and delay-sensitive nature of multimedia services,
transmitting multimedia using transmission control protocol
(TCP) or user datagram protocol (UDP) still presents many
challenges related to throughput and fairness. This is mainly
due to capture effect stemming from the medium access control
(MAC) protocol in IEEE 802.11, the distributed coordination
function (DCF), as used in ad hoc networks.
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Fig. 1. IEEE 802.11 introduces channel capture. (a) A receiver capture
topology. (b) Power control resolves the channel capture.

DCF is based on carrier sense multiple access with colli-
sion avoidance (CSMA/CA) [2]. To transmit data, a node em-
ploys a four-way handshake messaging mechanism given by
request-to-send (RTS), clear-to-send (CTS), DATA, and ACK.
During the handshake, the node reserves the channel by adver-
tising to others in the network the duration of its transmission
as indicated by its network allocation vector (NAV).

Despite the aforementioned collision avoidance mechanism,
IEEE 802.11 cannot eliminate collisions completely, which may
lead to channel capture, where the common channel is monop-
olized by a single or a few nodes [3]. This is the case especially
when nodes use the same power (e.g., the maximum power) to
transmit packets. Such capture phenomenon seriously degrades
network throughput and fairness [4]–[6].

To illustrate this, we show a simple topology in Fig. 1(a),
where nodesA and C are sending packets to nodesB and
D, respectively. We have indicated in the figure in solid lines
transmission rangeof the senders, within which the receiver
can correctly decode packets. Also indicated in dotted lines
are thecarrier sensing range, within which a node can sense
the carrier indicating a busy channel. The carrier sensing range
is typically larger (by about two times) than the transmission
range. In this scenario, C may capture the channel. This is
because C is in B’s carrier sensing range, but not in A’s.
Therefore, during A’s DATA transmission to B, C does not
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sense any carrier and, hence, considers the channel idle. It
can, therefore, keep transmitting packets, causing collisions
with A’s DATA at B. Upon a collision, both A and B backoff.
When A resends the packet, it may collide again at B with
the on-going transmission between C and D. NodeA, hence,
backs off even further and eventually nodeC “captures” the
whole channel, resulting in starvation of A and B (and, hence,
a degradation in throughput and fairness). Since the receiver
B is captured, we call this “receiver-capture” topology. It is
worthwhile to point that in the figure, the ideal case is that
both A and C can transmit concurrently. If this is not possible,
at least they should share the channel fairly.

Note that the above capture is caused by fixed power, in which
some nodes (e.g.,C) cannot detect RTS packets sent by other
nodes while some other nodes (e.g., B) are kept “silent” be-
cause they always sense carrier. Observe that if the nodes mo-
nopolizing the channel (e.g., nodeC in the above example) turns
down its transmission power, the starved nodes may be able to
respond to RTS, thereof breaking the capture. This is shown in
Fig. 1(b), where the two flows can exist concurrently using the
minimum power given by the distance between the communi-
cating nodes. The system throughput is, hence, doubled because
of such spatial reuse.

However, the use of minimum power, if not done carefully,
can still lead to channel capture (we will illustrate this in Sec-
tion II). In this paper, we study how to control the transmission
power properly so as to offer better fairness and throughput
by avoiding channel capture. First, we show that static power
control leads to channel capture and, hence, is not recom-
mended. Then, we propose a distributed power adaptation
algorithm termed power adaption for starvation avoidance
(PASA) to dynamically adjust the transmission power in each
node to break capture and achieve higher spatial reuse. In our
algorithm, a node starts its transmission with the maximum
power RTS. After it succeeds in sending a packet, it “politely”
uses a lower power level (while maintaining connectivity) to
continue its communication to give other nodes opportunity to
use the channel. If a node finds itself in the starvation state (as
indicated by, for example, repeated failures in transmission), it
increases its power level so that its transmission attempt can be
made known to the others in the network. Our algorithm has
the following properties.

1) Simple and efficient—PASA is a control mechanism
without control message overhead. It does not require
any change in MAC or protocols in other layers.

2) Distributed and fully autonomous—Every node in the
network adapts its power level independently.

3) Flexible—PASA is able to resolve starvation in many
channel capture scenarios and implementable indepen-
dent of the underlying MAC protocols. Note that although
our discussion is based on ad hoc networks, PASA is also
applicable in nonline-of-sight (NLOS) wireless systems
with fixed antennas or base stations such as those wire-
less local-area network (LAN) networks set up in offices
or on the rooftop of a buildings [7].

4) Fairer—PASA can achieve better short-term fairness in
channel sharing among the nodes.

We evaluate the performance of our algorithm by simulation
using TCP and UDP flows in different typical topologies and

random networks. We show that PASA indeed efficiently avoids
channel capture, and hence substantially improves channel
throughput and fairness. Our experiments on video delivery
using PASA algorithm show that better video quality can be
achieved with lower start-up delay and buffer requirements.

There are, hence, two contributions of this work.

• We show that static power control leads to starvation in
wireless ad hoc networks. Therefore, static power control
is not recommended in reality.

• We propose and study an effective dynamic power control
scheme to address the channel capture problem. Our
control scheme achieves much better fairness without
compromising throughput, and much better video quality,
lower start-up delay and smaller buffer requirement.

Here, we briefly discuss previous work as follows. Capture
effects have been widely studied both in Ethernet and wireless
networks [8]. As opposed to the Ethernet environment, ad hoc
networks have additional important considerations on power
and transmission range [9]. For example, in a hidden terminal
scenario, the connection with stronger power or closer to the
receiver is more likely to capture the channel [5], [6]. Various
protocols have also been proposed in the literature to address the
fairness issues due to hidden terminal [10]–[13]. Most of them,
however, focus on modifying the MAC protocol. This work dif-
fers by proposing a dynamic power control mechanism indepen-
dent of (or without modifying) the MAC layer.

Regarding power control, much work has been done in
cellular networks, where the base station acts as a central
controller (see, for example, [14] and references therein). We
consider power control in ad hoc networks where decision has
to be made autonomously. In ad hoc networks, power control
is mainly studied in the context of fixed or static control with
the objective to conserve energy [3], [15], to create a desirable
topology [16], [17], or to improve channel utilization [18],
[19]. Little work has been done on dynamic power control
to break channel capture. Our simulation indicates that such
static power control may lead to channel capture, which can
be broken with dynamic power control as in PASA.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we discuss some channel capture phenomena with static power
control. In Section III, we present our distributed power control
algorithm to achieve better fairness and throughput. We show in
Section IV some illustrative simulation results of our algorithm
and conclude in Section V.

II. STATIC POWER CONTROL AND CAPTUREEFFECTS

In this section, we illustrate that static power control often
leads to channel capture and, hence, starvation of flows with
some topological examples. Therefore, a dynamic power control
is highly desirable.

Recall that the receiver capture topology shown in Fig. 1(a)
can be broken by reducing the transmission power, and thereof
the carrier sensing range. However, using static (the minimum)
power to transmit packets leads to other types of channel cap-
ture. To illustrate, we show in Fig. 2(a) an ad hoc network with
two flows from nodeA to B and fromC to D, respectively, using
minimum power. Note thatC is withinA’s carrier sensing range,
but notvice versa. Therefore, without knowing the existence of
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Fig. 2. Channel capture scenarios in different topologies. (a) A source capture
topology. (b) Source capture in a hidden terminal topology. (c) Power capture
in a hidden terminal topology.

C, A can keep on transmitting packets toB, whose replies toA
causes collisions and, hence, exponential backoff, atC. C hence
suffers from starvation. Since the sourceC (of flow C to D) is
captured, we call this asource capturetopology.

Channel capture is also widely observed in a hidden terminal
topology as shown in Fig. 2(b), where two sourcesA andC con-
tend for a common receiverB. Note that the distance betweenA
andB is larger than that betweenC andB. If all nodes use static
minimum power,C is within the carrier sensing range ofA, but
not vice versa. NodeA, therefore, is not aware ofC and keeps
transmitting data. The continuous backoff ofC eventually leads
to its starvation. We call this a source capture topology withA
capturing the channel.

Note that if all nodes in the network use the same power (such
as the maximum power level), so thatA and C are aware of
each other, the source capture can be resolved. However, the use
of maximum power leads to yet another channel capture called
“power capture” due to the different signal power level received
from multiple sources at the receiver. In this case, the connection
of the strongest signal power is likely to capture the channel [5].
By referring again to Fig. 2(c), since the sourceC is closer to the
receiverB, C eventually captures the channel.

The examples above indicates that channel capture occurs be-
cause of static power level. In order to break the capture, a dy-
namic power control scheme can be used. Such dynamic scheme
not only breaks captures, hence leading to better fairness and
throughput, but also achieves lower power consumption. We
propose such a scheme in the next section.

Fig. 3. State transition diagram of the power adaptation algorithm.

III. POWERADAPTATION FORSTARVATION AVOIDANCE (PASA)

In this section, we propose a distributed dynamic power
adaptation scheme to address the aforementioned capture prob-
lems. The main idea of the scheme is to adjust the transmission
power in each node according to its current condition so that
all the mobile nodes in the network can share the medium
channel more efficiently. In the algorithm, the power is divided
into levels labeled from 1 to with the power at level
denoted as , where and . We
assume that the transmission power of any mobile node is upper
bounded by a maximum power denoted by and
lower bounded by a minimum power . ( is assumed
to be the same for all nodes in this paper for simplicity though
our scheme does not require it to be so. guarantees the
communication connections and may be different in different
nodes.) In the following, we describe the power adaptation
algorithm followed by its implementation details. An example
is given to illustrate the power adjustment procedure and how
it breaks channel capture.

A. A Dynamic Power Adaptation Algorithm

Algorithm 1 shows how PASA works in each node by ad-
justing the power autonomously. In the algorithm, two coun-
ters, and , are defined to count
the number of consecutive successful and failed transmissions,
respectively. Each counter has an upper bound for each power
level. Such bounds have to be selected carefully since it deter-
mines how many successful transmissions leads to power decre-
ment or how many successive failures leads to power increment.
The details are discussed in Section III-B.

There are three states in the algorithm: constant, increase and
decrease. The state transition diagram is shown in Fig. 3. Briefly
speaking, when there is no transmission failure, a node stays
in the “constant” state and uses its minimum power level to
transmit data. If there are certain number of consecutive fail-
ures, a node enters the “increase” state and increases its power
level to retry. After a number of successful transmissions, it goes
to the “decrease” state and decreases its power. We show in al-
gorithm 1 the detailed operations in each of the states, which are
further elaborated in the following.

• “Constant” state (CON): A node in the “constant” state
keeps using the required minimum power level as the
current power level to transmit frames. This is
determined by the connectivity requirement of the flow.
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After sending an RTS frame, if the node receives CTS
successfully, it sends the DATA frame to the receiver using
the same power level as . Otherwise, if the RTS frame
times out, it transits to the “increase” state to retry.

• “Increase” state (INC): In the “increase” state, a node
first uses to transmit an RTS frame. If the frame
is successfully transmitted, a DATA frame follows.
The is increased by one and the

is reset to zero. However, if the trans-
mission fails, the is increased by one
and the is reset to zero. Once the

exceeds its upper bound corresponding
to its current power level, the node increases its power
level and stays in the “increase” state. If the current power
is already at the maximum power level, the communi-
cation request will be rerouted or rejected. On the other
hand, if the exceeds its upper bound
corresponding to its current power level, the node transits
to the “decrease” state.

• “Decrease” state (DEC): The operations in the “decrease”
state is similar. After a node transmits a frame, it updates
the counters. If the exceeds its upper
bound, the node decreases its power level and stays in
the “decrease” state. If the decremented power is already
at the minimum power level, the node goes back to the
“constant” state. On the other hand, if the
exceeds its upper bound, the node transits to the “in-
crease” state.

We illustrate in Fig. 4 a topology leading to source capture
to illustrate how our power control breaks starvation. Two ag-
gressive flows are sent fromA to B andC to D. When all nodes
use their minimum power level as shown in Fig. 4(a), nodeC
captures the channel, (i.e.,A is in starvation). Upon the timeout
of an RTS frame,A increases its power level to retry. Once the
interference range ofA coversC as shown in Fig. 4(b), the trans-
mission request ofA is made known toC. NodeC then backs
off so thatA has a chance to transmit data. Thus, the starvation
is broken.

Algorithm 1: PASA—the Dynamic Power
Adaptation Algorithm
begin

;
;
;

CON:
Transmit a frame;
if succeed then goto CON;

INC:
Transmit a frame;
if succeed then

;
;

if then
;

Fig. 4. PASA breaks starvation. (a) After A reduces its power. (b) After A
increases its power.

goto DEC;
else goto INC;

else
;

;
if then

if then
Reroute or reject;

Increase power level ;
;

goto INC;
DEC:

Transmit a frame;
if succeed then

;
;

if then
;

Decrease power level ;
if then

goto CON;
else goto DEC;

else
;

;
if then

;
goto INC;

end;
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TABLE I
NEIGHBOR POWER

B. Implementation Issues

In the power adaptation scheme, many implementation issues
need to be addressed; specifically, how to maintain the minimum
power level required for each node, how to adjust power and
how to determine the upper bound of the aforementioned coun-
ters. We discuss these issues in detail in this section.

1) Neighbor Power Table (NPT):In an ad hoc network, a
node can communicate directly with all of its neighbors within
its signal range. Note that the signal coverage is different for dif-
ferent power levels. Instead of using a fixed power level for all
nodes in the network, each node chooses different transmission
powers to communicate with its neighbors. The power setting
recently used to communicate with other nodes is maintained in
a NPT, as shown in Table I. Each neighbor has a unique node
ID (a unique identifier in the network), and each row of the
table stores the information of thedistancein meters between
the transmitter and receiver. The entriesMin-Powercorresponds
to the power required to maintain the connection, and theRTS
powerandCTS powercorresponds to the power used to transmit
the RTS and CTS frames, respectively. DATA frames are trans-
mitted with the same power as the previous RTS frames. The
minimum power required is maintained according to the dis-
tance, which can be obtained through some location service.
Note that the power to transmit RTS and CTS frames may be
different for a neighbor because their power levels are adjusted
independently by the node. In other words, when bidirectional
communications are concurrently going on between two nodes,
the power of sending and receiving may be different.

When a node has a packet to send to a neighbor, it first looks
up the neighbor’s ID in the table. If it is not there, the node allo-
cates a new entry with the minimum initial power level. Other-
wise, it uses the RTS power level indicated to transmit the RTS
and DATA frames. On the other hand, if a node needs to send
a responsive CTS or ACK, it uses the CTS power level. If the
transmission fails, the node increases the corresponding power
level to retry according to the algorithm and updates the table.
The cost of maintaining NPT is low because the table is small
given that a node is unlikely to directly communicate with more
than just a few neighbors simultaneously.

2) Power Increment and Decrement:Note that a node in the
network continuously adjusts its power in order to transmit its
frames successfully but not staying at a higher power level than
necessary. In designing the power increment and decrement al-
gorithm, we have the following objectives in mind:

a) The power level should increase fast enough so that trans-
mission can be successful before the retry limit in the
MAC protocol is exceeded.

b) The power level should not fluctuate too quick or too
much.

c) The nodes should share the channel “fairly.”

Given these objectives, we have used a binary increment and
linear decrement method, in which

(1)

to increase power level and

(2)

to decrease power level. Using the increment method, it only
takes at most times to reach the maximum power
level.

3) Minimum Power and Mobility:In practice, the minimum
power is needed to reach the next hop of the flow, especially
in a mobile environment. Obviously, if such power is not main-
tained, when a node moves out of the signal range, a broken
flow would result, leading to an excessive failure in transmis-
sion. Therefore, each connection maintains the minimum power
for the next hop and a node keeps its power above such minimum
power when it is adjusting the level.

Note that the minimum power may vary with time, due
to different network condition such as fading, mobility or
introduction of new nodes. Hence, the field corresponding
to the minimum power is updated continuously to take such
network dynamics into account. Given that PASA does not
critically depend on the accurate determination of the minimum
power, we may simply use a crude model based on the distance
between the two nodes, which can be obtained by approaches
such as beacons and location services [20].

4) Retry Counter and Transmission Counter:Clearly, if the
upper bound of the retry counter is set too low, the power adap-
tation would be too sensitive to the transmission failures caused
by insufficient power and bit errors. On the other hand, if it is
set too high, a node would waste much time in retrying when the
power is not sufficient. For the same reason, the upper bound of
the transmission counter is also needed to be chosen carefully
for better performance.

In our algorithm, these upper bounds are dynamic and relative
to the current power level used. The upper bound of retry times
equals to

(3)

Clearly, determines how sensitive the power adjustment reacts
to transmission failures. If is small, then the power adjust-
ment reacts quickly. On the other hand, ifis large, it reacts
slowly. Meanwhile, when the current power level is close to the
minimum, it is easy for a node to increase power when there is
failure. Otherwise, the node with high power level would retry
more times before increasing power. Likewise, the upper bound
of continuous transmission times ( ) is given by

(4)

where is also a parameter to adjust the sensitivity. Bothand
are related to the number of power levels. Via extensive sim-

ulations, we find that and achieve good perfor-
mance with a total number of power levels of ten. By choosing
such values, nodes can share the channel fairly and a node would
not stay at a high power level for a long time.
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TABLE II
POWER LEVELS AND THE CORRESPONDINGTRANSMISSIONRANGES

IV. I LLUSTRATIVE SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present the performance of PASA under
various network topologies using NS2 (ns-2.1b8a) with the
CMU wireless extension, as well as some experimental results
for video transmitting over a network with and without PASA.
We compare PASA to the static power scheme with the power
levels chosen to the minimum power to reach the desired node.
The wireless physical layer in NS2 is a model of a DSSS radio
interface (Lucent WaveLan Direct-Sequence Spread-Spectrum)
operating at 914 MHz with a throughput of 1952 kb/s. We
implement our power control algorithm at the physical layer.
As mentioned before, the power levels indicate the signal cover
range. When the power level is increased by one, the coverage
extends meters, i.e., if the coverage of power levelis ,

, we hence have

(5)

For the radio propagation, a two-ray path loss model is used. We
do not consider fading and mobility in our simulations. We use
a simple distance/power relationship to estimate the attenuation
of the transmitted radio signal: The attenuation in dB is given
by

(6)

where is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver,
and is the path loss exponent. By selecting a certain value of
and , a list of corresponding discrete power levels can then
be generated. We assume that the carrier sensing range is about
two times larger than the transmission range. When maximum
power level is used, the transmission range is 250 m and the car-
rier sensing range is 550 m. In our simulation, we have used ten
power levels as shown in Table II with corresponding transmis-
sion ranges. All simulation results are the average of ten runs
and each simulation runs for 20 s of simulation times.

To evaluate the performance of our power control scheme,
we simulate different random networks and three typical
topologies including hidden terminals and the source and
receiver capture topologies. There are three nodes in the
hidden terminal topology as shown in Fig. 2(b), where the
distances between them are 60 and 180 m, respectively. The
source capture topology has been shown in Fig. 2(a), where
the distances between the four nodes are given by 60, 150, and
180 m. For the receiver capture topology shown in Fig. 1(a)
the distances between the four nodes are given by 70, 300,
and 120 m. Regarding the random network, 25 random nodes
uniformly distributed within a 1000 flat area. One
flow of 1 Mb/s originates at each node with the nearest node as
its destination. Thus, a total 25 flows are generated.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Performance with respect to different values of� and�. (a) System
throughput. (b) Average Jain’s fairness index.

We consider fairness and throughput as our performance met-
rics. For fairness, we have used Jain’s fairness index in the form
of

(7)

where is the number of flows in the system andis the av-
erage throughput of flow [21]. We define system throughput
as the aggregate bitrate (or individual “throughput”) of all the
flows in the system, i.e.,

System Throughput (8)

We compute the average sending bitrate of each flow every 0.5
second and plot the bitrate curve versus time for the source cap-
ture and hidden terminal topologies.

We first discuss the setting of our system parametersand
. In Fig. 5, we show the performance of PASA with respect

to the choice of and in terms of system throughput and
fairness for the source capture environment. We can clearly see
from Fig. 5(a) that the system throughput is quite insensitive
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TABLE III
JAIN’S FAIRNESSINDEX AND THROUGHPUTCOMPARISON: PASA ACHIEVES

SUBSTANTIALLY BETTER FAIRNESSWITH SIMILAR THROUGHPUT

to the choice of and , and remains more or less the same
for different combinations of and . The choice of and
mainly affects the fairness among flows. In Fig. 5(b), we show
Jain’s index versus different combinations ofand . Given

, there is an optimal to achieve the highest fairness. This,
as ranges, is around 1–2. On the other hand, giventhere is
an optimal to achiever the best fairness (around 2–8). Clearly,
there is an optimal choice ofand in order to achieve the best
fairness. This optimum is at , which we will use
throughout simulations.

In Table III, we compare the fairness and system throughput
among different topologies with and without PASA, and, in ad-
dition, with an operation without the setting of the power floor

(i.e., the node may visit if it wishes). We clearly see
from the table that, our PASA scheme achieves the best fair-
ness, much better than a system without. When is not set,
the fairness suffers only slightly. With respect to throughput,
PASA in general achieve better throughput, showing that it does
not compromise fairness with throughput. We again see that the
case without only suffers slightly in terms of throughput.
The table shows that, in reality, does not need to be de-
termined or known exactly in order to achieve a good perfor-
mance. Indeed, PASA is self-adaptable in nature and the node
would adjust its power continuously and dynamically so as to
find this . Our simulation traces confirm that the power of
a node would not visit a level far below for long before its
level jumps back up.

We show in Fig. 10 the sending bitrate of the two sources
for TCP and UDP flows in a hidden terminal topology. Clearly,
when static minimum power scheme is used, nodeC enjoys a
high bitrate at the sacrifice ofA which is essentially starved.
This is because the sourceC, hidden from the other, occupies the
channel resulting in starvation ofA. NodeA has little chance to
access the channel and, hence, its sending bitrate is almost zero.
However, its attempts to transmit still conflict with the transmis-
sion ofC resulting in decreasing the throughput as we can see
in Fig. 10(b). The attempts ofA collide with the transmission
of C such that the sending bitrate of it is decreased sometimes.
Clearly, after adopting our dynamic power control scheme, the
two flows have similar bitrate most of the time. In other words,
the two sources share the channel much more fairly. Such fair-
ness is achieved by the power adjustment according to the status
of each node.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Performance comparison in different random networks. (a) Interflow
fairness comparison. (b) Aggregated throughput comparison.

Fig. 7. PSNR comparison of the video transmitted with and without PASA.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Subjective (visual) performance of a video with and without PASA for
the foreman sequence. (a) Without PASA. (b) With PASA.

To further understand the behavior of PASA, we show in
Fig. 10(d) the power level of the two UDP sources with PASA.
Recall that a node increases its power if it fails to send a number
of frames, and decreases its power otherwise. Clearly, nodeA
needs to increase its power level once the power drops to four,
which is the minimum power required. After increasing its
power level, it transmits a succession of frames successfully
and decreases its power. Therefore, nodeA always adjusts its
power according to whether the transmission is successful.
Meanwhile, since nodeC can often transmit data successfully,
it usually stays at its minimum power level. Thus, PASA does
not significantly increase power consumption.

In Fig. 11, we plot the bitrate versus time and the power
adaptation curve in the source capture topology (as shown in
Fig. 2(a) for TCP and UDP flows. Clearly, there is a significant
difference between the cases with and without PASA. Without
deploying PASA,C monopolizes the channel, resulting in
starvation to nodeA. With PASA, nodeA can compete for
many more chances to access the channel by adjusting its power
level. From the power adjustment curve shown in Fig. 11(d),
we can see similar behavior, as it is in the hidden terminal
topology.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Start-up delay and buffer occupancy comparison at the client with and
without PASA. (a) Start-up delay comparison. (b) Buffer occupancy at the client.

For random networks, we simulated ten different topologies
(scenarios). We plot in Fig. 6(a) the Jain’s fairness index in
different networks to show the interflow fairness. Clearly,
without PASA, the channel is not shared fairly. With PASA,
the nodes often adjust their power accordingly so that they can
access the channel more fairly. In Fig. 6(b), we plot the aggra-
vated throughput of the 25 flows in different random networks.
Clearly, PASA achieves similar throughput as IEEE 802.11. In
some networks, the system throughput is even higher. These
results again show that PASA does not compromise fairness
with throughput.

In addition to the simulation performed, we have also con-
ducted some experiments on video delivery over wireless ad
hoc networks with and without PASA. The objective is to show
the strengths of PASA for video transmission in terms of video
quality and start-up delay. We use a random network topology
and traffic pattern in one of the simulation runs where with
PASA the average throughput is 192 kb/s, while without PASA,
the average throughput is 91 kb/s. We present the video quality
for the SQCIF foreman sequence encode with H.263+, with
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 10. Sending bitrate comparison and power adjustment in the hidden terminal topology. (a) Two TCP flows. (b) One TCP and one UDP flows. (c) Two UDP
flows. (d) Power adjustment of the UDP sources in (c).

GOP 10, frame skip 2, and 8 frames/s. We use the objective
measure PSNR given by

(9)

where is the number pixels in a frame, and is the value of
a original and encoded pixel, respectively. The value 255 is due
to the peak value of a 8-bit quantized pixel. In transmitting the
video sequence, rate control is used so that the resulting video
bitrate matches with the average channel throughput.

We show in Fig. 7 the PSNR of the frames with and without
PASA. Clearly, the PSNR with PASA is substantially better than
that without (the average PSNR for PASA is 37.1 dB, while that
without is 33.7 dB). The “dips” in the curves are the I-frames.
Since the rate controller tries to allocate equal number of bits to
all the frames, the resultant I-frame suffers from a degradation
in quality due to its higher quantization parameter (QP) as com-
pared with the P-frames (Mean QP for I-frames is 13 as com-
pared with 3.4 and 6.3 for P-frames in the two video streams
with and without PASA).

Besides the objective measure such as PSNR, in Fig. 8, we
make subjective (visual) comparison between the video resulted
from using PASA and without. Clearly, due to the lower QP
used, the video with PASA is much better than that without.

We finally study the startup delay and buffer requirement for
the transmission of the video sequence. Note that the throughput
of the flow fluctuates with time (refer to Figs. 10 and 11). In
Fig. 9, we plot the cumulative bits delivered to node 14, i.e., the
production curve, in the simulation run versus time for the one
with PASA (solid line) and without (dotted line). We clearly see
that their throughputs fluctuate with time and the throughput of
PASA higher than without. Also, shown in dashed lines are the
cumulative frames (in bits) for the respective video, i.e., the con-
sumption curves. The curves are nearly straight as the rate con-
troller encodes the video with almost constant bitrate. In order to
play back video continuously without buffer starvation, the con-
sumption curve must lie below the production curve, with their
difference being the buffer requirement at the client (Fig. 9(b).
The intercept of the consumption curve on the-axis is, hence,
the start-up delay of the video (the prebuffer time).

We clearly see from the figure that the start-up delay with
PASA is much lower ( 1 s) than that without ( 3 s). Fig. 9(b)
shows that the buffer requirement with PASA (solid line) is
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 11. Sending bitrate comparison and power adjustment in the source capture topology. (a) Two TCP flows. (b) One TCP and one UDP flows. (c) Two UDP
flows. (d) Power adjustment of the UDP sources in (c).

lower than without (dotted line). This is due to the fact that the
channel bandwidth with PASA is less bursty. Hence, the client
only need to buffer smaller traffic bursts compare to the case
without PASA.

V. CONCLUSION

Due to the existence of hidden terminal and a lack of central
control, channel capture phenomenon can occur in wireless ad
hoc networks. Capture leads to starvation in some nodes, thereof
degrading the network fairness and throughput. In this paper, we
first illustrate that static power often leads to channel capture
in some common topologies in ad hoc networks. To break the
capture, therefore, a dynamic power algorithm is needed.

We propose and study an effective distributed power adapta-
tion algorithm for starvation avoidance called PASA, which ad-
justs the transmission power in each node according to the net-
work condition. Our algorithm is simple, efficient, autonomous
and without control message overhead. Simulations using TCP
and UDP flows show that PASA can efficiently break starvation
and, hence, achieve substantially better fairness without com-
promising throughput. Our scheme also conserves much power
as compared with the static power control. Experiments with

video transmission show that PASA achieves much better video
quality with lower delay and buffer requirements.
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